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Q: What is the TORUS WEDGE®? 

 
A: The patented TORUS WEDGE from Bell Technologies, LLC is 
a unique new differential pressure flow meter. It combines the 
best features of the venturi, an orifice plate, and a generic wedge 
to offer clients from numerous industries an innovative way to 
solve many existing problems. 

 

Q: What makes your product different than an orifice 
plate? 

 
A:  The TORUS WEDGE: 

 Has no sharp edge to wear out and it cannot bow or bend 

 Has much greater turndown and much less permanent 
pressure loss than an orifice plate 

 

Q : Will it fit in a senior fitting? 

 
A:  No.  The TORUS WEDGE can be manufactured to fit in 
numerous other configurations.  
 

Q: How accurate is the TORUS WEDGE? 

 
A: With calibration, the TORUS WEDGE is within ½% accuracy. 

 

Q:  What configurations are available? 
 

A: Bell Technologies offers the TORUS WEDGE in three 
standard configurations: 

1.) Self-aligning plate-style which fits within the bore of the 
pipe (ideal for an OFU) 
2.) Square multiport pre-tapped for P1 and P2. Can be 
tapped for temperature and static pressure as per client 
specifications. This design fits easily between existing 
flanges and makes installation simple. 
3.) Wafer-style with replaceable beta ratio inserts for 
changing process conditions 
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Q:  What pressure ratings are available? 
 

A. The TORUS WEDGE is rated for vacuum through 15,000 PSI. 
 

Q:  What are the available sizes? 
 

A. The TORUS WEDGE is manufactured in standard diameter sizes ranging from ½ 
inch to 60 inches. 

 
Q:  Which materials are used to manufacture the TORUS WEDGE? 
 

A. The TORUS WEDGE can be made from a variety of materials specific to the 
client’s process. 

 
Q:  Is it a custody meter? 
 

A. The TORUS WEDGE complies with API 22.2. 
 

Q:  How much is my investment? 

 
 A:  Each product is designed and built for a specific customer  
and process 

 

Q:  Which kinds of end connections and meter lengths do you offer? 

 
 A:  Bell Technologies can provide meter runs and end connections specific to client 
needs. 

 

Q: For which applications is the TORUS WEDGE suited? 

 

A: The TORUS WEDGE is suitable for flow measurement of gases, liquids, and 
slurries.  Consult factory for specifics. 
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